Put in the apostrophes:
Key Stage 1 worksheet

There are ten apostrophes for omission and possession missing from this information text about Samuel Pepys. Can you find where the apostrophes are missing and add them in?

Samuel Pepys Life

Samuel Pepys lived from 1633 to 1703. He is famous because he wrote a diary that covered two important events in England's history: the Great Plague in 1665 and the Great Fire of London in 1666. Pepys' diary gives a fascinating, first-hand account of the fire spreading from the King's baker's house and across the city. He even writes about burying his cheese and wine, as he didn't want them destroyed by the fire! Despite all the destruction caused by the fire, Pepys' house, office, and diary survived in one piece. Pepys didn't write his diary for other people to read. In fact, he wrote it in a sort of secret code called shorthand. It wasn't published until 1825 and it helped us understand more about what life was like in London in the 17th century.